SOUTH PACIFIC

Jeppesen NavData CHANGE NOTICES highlight only *significant* changes affecting Jeppesen navigation data that may be currently stored in your aircraft navigation system database.

IMPORTANT: CHECK FOR NOTAMS AND OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION PRIOR TO FLIGHT.

FOR NavData BASE
03 Dec 20 THRU 30 Dec 20 CYCLE 2013
31 Dec 20 THRU 27 Jan 2014 CYCLE 2014

ENROUTE

NEW ZEALAND

KQ653 RARAO CRP coord chg (S39 58 22 E173 17 52).
KQ743 RARAO CRP coord chg (S39 58 22 E173 17 52).

TERMINAL

ANTARCTICA

NZWD, Williams Field
McMurdo Station, WUGUS waypoint coordinates should be S 77 54 25.40 E 166 59 51.41. Revised coding will appear in cycle 2014.

AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

YGLB, Goulburn
Goulburn, RNAV-Z (GNSS) Rwy 04. IAF changed from GLBSC to GZBSC, GLBSA to GZBSA, GLBSB to GZBBS. IF changed to GZBSI, FAF changed to GZBSF, MAP changed to RW04. Holding inbound course changed to 035°. Final approach course changed to 035°. Missed approach should read: Track DIRECT to GZBSH, thence 035° climb to 4700'. Altitude at FAF changed to 3780' and FAF is 5NM from MAP. LNAV/VNAV level of service added.

RNAV-Z (GNSS) Rwy 22. IAF changed from GLBD to GZBND, GLBNG to GZBNG, GLBNE to GZBNE. IF changed to GZBNI, FAF changed to GZBNF, MAP changed to RW22. Missed approach should read: Track DIRECTto GZBNH, thence track 215° climb to 4700'. Descent angle changed to 3.10°. Altitude at FAF changed to 3780'. LNAV/VNAV level of service added.

VICTORIA

YMES, East Sale (Military)
East Sale, SID MOZAA3 w/p MOZZA non compulsory, SID BRONS3 w/p BRONS non compulsory, SID TAMBO3 w/p TAMBO non compulsory, SID GIPPS3 w/p GIPPS non compulsory, SID TYERS3 w/p TYERS non compulsory.

INDONESIA

WIJJ, Sultan Thaha
Jambi, Apch proc ILS RWY 31, NDB Z RWY 31, NDB Y RWY 31 are not available.

MALAYSIA

WMKK, Kuala Lumpur Intl - Sepang
Kuala Lumpur, Following proc for WMKK apt not usable because of Rwy 14L/32R rehabilitation works per SUP 013-20:
- ILS or LOC Rwy 14L;
- ILS or LOC Rwy 32R;
- RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 14L;
- RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 32R;
- VOR Rwy 14L;
- VOR Rwy 32R.
Rwy 14L/32R closed for all operations. ILS IEL and ILS IER at Rwy 14L and 32R withdrawn.

WMKN, Sultan Mahmud
Kuala Terengganu, Apch proc RNAV (GNSS) Y Rwy 04 - for hldg at MEGUT shall apply speed limit MAX IAS 230 kt.
Apch proc RNAV (GNSS) Y Rwy 22 - for hldg IKUKO - inbd course shall read as 200° instead of 199°; obtb course shall read as 020° instead of 019°, turn direction shall read as LEFT instead of RIGHT.

NEW ZEALAND

NZSL, Springhill
Springhill, Apch proc RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 16 temporary not available due to AD CLSD.

SINGAPORE

WSSS, Changi
Singapore, VTK DVOR/DME Rwy 20C, ICE ILS/DME Rwy 02C, ICC ILS/DME Rwy 20C, RNP Rwy 02C and RNP Rwy 20C not avbl due to Rwy 02C/20C closure.
INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK